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liberal democrat history group online - bobbie neate, conspiracy of secrets (john blake, 2012) reviewed by
martin pugh t his is an unusual book, to say the least. in it bob - bie neate gives a detailed account of her
researches into the secret life of her distant, intimidat - ing and abusive stepfather, louis t. stanley, who, she
concludes, was the illegitimate son of h. h. asquith and venetia stanley, the daughter of lord sheffield ...
newsletter - chrissellen.taureans - dropping a note to me for the newsletter when you return. i know a lot
of people enjoy reading about other people’s adventures, and, ... mar 10th conspiracy of secrets: bobbie neate
will speak about her family’s connection with the illegitimate son of prime minister herbert asquith. apr 14th
big dig 2013: report on the search for the early buildings at st cross may 12th michael nelles ...
cambridgeshire archives and local studies 2012 accessions ... - cambridgeshire archives and local
studies 2012 accessions to the cambridgeshire collection chris jakes akeroyd, alan & clifford, caroline
huntingdonshire pubs through time. margot asquith's great war diary, 1914–1916 ... - 2 bobbie neate,
conspiracy of secrets (metro, 2012). 142 book reviews. letters which asquith wrote to venetia (meanwhile he
wrote none to his sons serving on the front), but writing fteen letters during such crucial meetings must have
compromised his concentration. the brocks describe asquith s action as a serious dereliction of duty only in
relation to the letter written in the war council ... the mass observers: a history, 1937–1949 ... - the
relationship (cvii-cix), but when the author of conspiracy of secrets interviewed michael brock about the
allegation that asquith fathered a child with venetia stanley, brock was unwilling even to discuss it. 2
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